Farm Bureau Has Come a Long Ways Since 1919

Michigan State Farm Bureau Annual Meeting

Sponsors a great deal of cooperation among the various local farm organizations throughout the state. The purpose of the State Farm Bureau was to provide "ways and means for concerted action on agricultural problems." The delegates elected officers and an executive committee charged with financing and carrying out the work of the organization. The delegates also specified the program of work the farm bureau should pursue, and its goals and objectives.

Why They Wrote the Resolutions as They Did

Michigan State Farm Bureau has always been a strong advocate of rural education. The farm bureau has consistently supported the farm school programs and has been active in the development of rural schools. In this way, the farm bureau has helped to ensure that rural students have access to quality education.

School Aid Fund

Brings Law Suit

Newton of the Farm Bureau, a member of the State Farm Bureau, filed suit to stop the use of "law suit" in connection with the collection of school taxes. He claimed that the use of the word "suit" was misleading and violated the farm bureau's policy of non-partisanship.

Huron County Annual Meeting

Members of the Huron County Farm Bureau met to discuss local and state issues. The meeting included a presentation on the effects of drought on the county's agricultural economy. The farm bureau also discussed the importance of crop insurance and the need for better marketing practices.

AAA Upheld in Federal Court Test Case

The American Farm Bureau, through its legal department, successfully defended the farm bureau's position on several legal issues. The farm bureau's legal department played a key role in ensuring that the farm bureau's policies and practices were upheld in court.
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Founders Among 600 at 19th Meeting

The Idea Set in Motion Nearly Twenty Years Ago Has Been Group With Many Services to Farmers

Twenty years ago next February 4 a group of 173 Michigan farmers met at the Michigan Agricultural College to found the Michigan State Farm Bureau. Ninety-two of them came from 37 County Farm Bureaus. The others from other counties. Forty-two of the delegates were able to act as a corporation, and the by-laws for the new organization. It was chartered by the Michigan State Farm Bureau.

The purpose of the State Farm Bureau was to provide "ways and means for concerted action on agricultural problems." The delegat was elected officers and an executive committee charged with financing and carrying out the work of the organization. The delegates also specified the program of work the farm bureau should pursue, and its goals and objectives.

Figure 10: The resolution is almost word for word the same as the one made at the 1937 annual meeting. Mr. Brody of Battle Creek, representing the Michigan State Farm Bureau, said Mr. Brody's resolution that the Michigan State Farm Bureau was considered a success and that the organization was doing a good job. However, it was noted that the organization was not yet strong enough to do all the things it wished to do.

Figure 11: The Michigan State Farm Bureau was founded on February 4, 1919, with the idea of providing "ways and means for concerted action on agricultural problems." The organization was chartered by the state of Michigan, and its officers were elected by the delegates at the first annual meeting. The purpose of the organization was to provide a forum for farmers to discuss and work on agricultural issues.

Figure 12: The Michigan State Farm Bureau was founded on February 4, 1919, with the idea of providing "ways and means for concerted action on agricultural problems." The organization was chartered by the state of Michigan, and its officers were elected by the delegates at the first annual meeting. The purpose of the organization was to provide a forum for farmers to discuss and work on agricultural issues.

Figure 13: The Michigan State Farm Bureau was founded on February 4, 1919, with the idea of providing "ways and means for concerted action on agricultural problems." The organization was chartered by the state of Michigan, and its officers were elected by the delegates at the first annual meeting. The purpose of the organization was to provide a forum for farmers to discuss and work on agricultural issues.

Figure 14: The Michigan State Farm Bureau was founded on February 4, 1919, with the idea of providing "ways and means for concerted action on agricultural problems." The organization was chartered by the state of Michigan, and its officers were elected by the delegates at the first annual meeting. The purpose of the organization was to provide a forum for farmers to discuss and work on agricultural issues.

Figure 15: The Michigan State Farm Bureau was founded on February 4, 1919, with the idea of providing "ways and means for concerted action on agricultural problems." The organization was chartered by the state of Michigan, and its officers were elected by the delegates at the first annual meeting. The purpose of the organization was to provide a forum for farmers to discuss and work on agricultural issues.

Figure 16: The Michigan State Farm Bureau was founded on February 4, 1919, with the idea of providing "ways and means for concerted action on agricultural problems." The organization was chartered by the state of Michigan, and its officers were elected by the delegates at the first annual meeting. The purpose of the organization was to provide a forum for farmers to discuss and work on agricultural issues.

Figure 17: The Michigan State Farm Bureau was founded on February 4, 1919, with the idea of providing "ways and means for concerted action on agricultural problems." The organization was chartered by the state of Michigan, and its officers were elected by the delegates at the first annual meeting. The purpose of the organization was to provide a forum for farmers to discuss and work on agricultural issues.

Figure 18: The Michigan State Farm Bureau was founded on February 4, 1919, with the idea of providing "ways and means for concerted action on agricultural problems." The organization was chartered by the state of Michigan, and its officers were elected by the delegates at the first annual meeting. The purpose of the organization was to provide a forum for farmers to discuss and work on agricultural issues.

Figure 19: The Michigan State Farm Bureau was founded on February 4, 1919, with the idea of providing "ways and means for concerted action on agricultural problems." The organization was chartered by the state of Michigan, and its officers were elected by the delegates at the first annual meeting. The purpose of the organization was to provide a forum for farmers to discuss and work on agricultural issues.

Figure 20: The Michigan State Farm Bureau was founded on February 4, 1919, with the idea of providing "ways and means for concerted action on agricultural problems." The organization was chartered by the state of Michigan, and its officers were elected by the delegates at the first annual meeting. The purpose of the organization was to provide a forum for farmers to discuss and work on agricultural issues.
prefereed through cash credits on businesses and departments. whose support and assistance have accomplished in large part through investments and contributions of credits.

Of course, these contracts are necessary in a general sense, the same reason for which insurance policies are usually carried. They are the only way to pool the money of the many departments in the security of the few.

The effect of these cooperative contracts is to reduce the expense of securing the money itself, in such a manner that the net income left to the departments is increased.

In determining what is the most economical basis for cooperative contracts, it is necessary to determine first, what are the legitimate demands for a share in both the public and general funds of the State.

The current need would seem to be for a thorough study of the expenses of the Michigan State Board of Agriculture, to determine what are the legitimate demands for the money so obtained.

The quota limitation on American apples requires about 40,000 to 50,000 farm people recall their own country's pre-World-War-I crop. This limitation is a governmental one, and it is necessary for the State Board of Agriculture, to determine what are the legitimate demands for the money so obtained.
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MICHIGAN FARM NEWS
Questions and Answers for Dec. Community Meetings

Consumers Rural Rate Givers "MORE JUICE for LESS MONEY"

CHAP ELECTRICITY is more than a source of power to farmers served by Consumers Power Company—it is a handy and-due fast to which a farmer can hitch his plans and his operations right now! The rate is one of the cheapest in the United States—and below encep scale hereabouts. First 15 kw-hr at 5c; get more work and benefits out of electricity. Trained rural service men work with farm...

Over and Above Cheap Rates

Liberal Extension Plan

New plan opens the way to more electrified farms. Company builds lines without cost to farmers, regardless of membership in amount of deduction. Price is low, 8c per kw-hr for the first 15 kw-hr, and 7c per kw-hr for the next 45 kw-hr. All are Farm Bureau mem-

HEFT THESE VALUES

Co-op Rates

More than a source of power to farmers served by Consumers Power Company—it is a handy and-due fast to which a farmer can hitch his plans and his operations right now! The rate is one of the cheapest in the United States—and below encep scale hereabouts. First 15 kw-hr at 5c; get more work and benefits out of electricity. Trained rural service men work with farm...

Co-op Refrigerators

An electric refrigerator is perfect in summer and most convenient in winter. An important consideration is to have one that is as efficient and last for a long time. The unit shown here operates on the same principle as the one used in the dairy...
Farm Bureau Charts Course for 1939

Resolutions Adopted at the Annual Meeting of the Michigan State Farm Bureau

AT EAST LANSING, NOVEMBER 11-13, 1938

Resolutions Committee Chairman

In the daily business of building a fund for the promotion of better business practices, so that every producer and process concern will be able to operate under the same rules of sound administration and that each one of these will be able to operate without excessive rules and regulations, with the knowledge that the membership has been trained to the actual needs and methods, profits as the hardworn, as the very best ones, and that the best ones are the ones that are the best ones. We should accept the responsibility of developing local enterprises through which members have their share in the enterprise. We should be able to make our profits, and these profits must be used for the necessary needs for the local enterprise. This may be done through the organization of the State Farm Bureau or through the establishment of a local enterprise. The act works to the great extent of this State, generally, recognize that the farmer maintains himself in the operation of Farm Bureau business operations. For the most agricultural section under provisions of this State, the satisfaction is the rock upon which all Farm Bureau work on earth has been converted to the cause of co-operation of the members in Farm Bureau work, and the rewards comes in doing good work, and in the process, we are able to recognize the success of such work.

COMMUNITY BUREAU PROGRAM

We favor the general plan of the Farm Bureau, and as an essential element of the organization of the State Farm Bureau, that the Board of Directors shall so order that this program be carried out.

COMMUNITY BUREAU PROGRAM

The delegates recognize the importance of the Farm Bureau in the local community. As essential as the organization of the State Farm Bureau, this program shall be the responsibility of the members of the Community Bureau.

MORTGAGE INTEREST RATES

We hereby authorize the Michigan Farm Bureau Federation to secure the adoption of a resolution in which the Board of Directors shall adopt a mortgage interest rate for the purpose of regulating the interest on all mortgages which are taken by the members of the Farm Bureau. This shall be done by the members of the Farm Bureau. We urge the Michigan legislature to consider the matter of a mortgage interest rate for the purpose of regulating the interest on all mortgages which are taken by the members of the Farm Bureau.

The Board of Directors shall be authorized to fix the mortgage interest rate on all mortgages which are taken by the members of the Farm Bureau. The Board of Directors shall be authorized to fix the mortgage interest rate on all mortgages which are taken by the members of the Farm Bureau.

COMMUNITY BUREAU PROGRAM

We favor the general plan of the Farm Bureau, and as an essential element of the organization of the State Farm Bureau, that the Board of Directors shall so order that this program be carried out.
INSURANCE MEN WOULD DOUBLE COMPANY'S SIZE

Millions Cancel Assure It. Aims Of State Farm Mutual In 5 Years

Three hundred Farm Service Agency agents at their annual convention in Chicago today, according to State Farm Mutual, the insurance company's president, the company's policyholders not to re-elect him in 1936. The vice-president of the company is the new receiver. The company's insurance for fire, home, and personal injury, and the company's president, the company's annual meeting and potluck dinner, F'rult Exchange is program chairman. Wednesday, Dec. 7, from 10 a.m. till 3 p.m. Gus von Glahn of Ludington will open the program at 10 a.m.

The Michigan agents' task will be to get insured and you can expect to outlive your life insurance on the plan of having one-seventh of the quota has actually been

In Michigan last year the corn-

section practices necessitate the opera-

the Exchange however, is the all-bronze

Good; Low Cost Dairy and Poultry Feeds

MILKMAKER

MILKMAKER 24% or 34%

300 Ibs. any mixture farm

16% LAYING MASH

16% LAYING MASH

MILKMAKER 24% or 34%

300 Ibs. any mixture farm

MILKMAKER 24% or 34%

30% COOT

WATER SYSTEMS

MILKMAKER

MILKMAKER 24% or 34%

protein dairy feed mixed with your home grown grains and hay provides a balanced ration that will assure all the productive profits you own can give.

WATER SYSTEMS

Booster pump, rugged, dependable, simple to install, easy to maintain, designed to operate with high efficiency on a minimum of power, delivers water under high pressure to any distance. The booster pump can be furnished in any capacity, from 1/2 to 6 horse power, so that the system can be designed to meet the requirement of any individual installation. Given the booster pump in the system, nothing can stop the delivery.